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CHERN CHARACTER IN TWISTED K-THEORY:
EQUIVARIANT AND HOLOMORPHIC CASES
VARGHESE MATHAI AND DANNY STEVENSON
Abstract. It was argued in [34], [5] that in the presence of a nontrivial B-
eld, D-brane charges in type IIB string theories are classied by twisted K-
theory. In [4], it was proved that twisted K-theory is canonically isomorphic to
bundle gerbe K-theory, whose elements are ordinary vector bundles on a prin-
cipal projective unitary bundle, with an action of the bundle gerbe determined
by the principal projective unitary bundle. The principal projective unitary
bundle is in turn determined by the twist. This paper studies in detail the
Chern-Weil representative of the Chern character of bundle gerbe K-theory
that was introduced in [4], extending the construction to the equivariant and
the holomorphic cases. Included is a discussion of interesting examples.
1. Introduction
As argued by Witten, [34] D-brane charges in type IIB string theories are clas-
sied by K-theory, which arises from the fact that D-branes have vector bundles
on their world-volumes. In the presence of a nontrivial B-eld but whose Dixmier-
Douady class is a torsion element of H3(M,Z), he also showed that D-branes no
longer have honest vector bundles on their world-volumes, but they have a twisted
or gauge bundle. These are vector bundle-like objects whose transition functions
gab on triple overlaps satisfy
gabgbcgca = habcI,
where habc is a Cech 2-cocycle representing an element ofH2(M,U(1)) = H3(M,Z),
and I is the n  n identity matrix, for n coincident D-branes. This proposal was
later related by Kapustin [16] to projective modules over Azumaya algebras.
In the presence of a nontrivial B-eld whose Dixmier-Douady class is a general
element of H3(M,Z), it was proposed in [5] that D-brane charges in type IIB string
theories are measured by the twisted K-theory that was described by Rosenberg
[29], and the twisted bundles on the D-brane world-volumes were elements in this
twisted K-theory. In [4], it was shown that these twisted bundles are equivalent to
ordinary vector bundles on the total space of the principal projective unitary bundle
P over M with Dixmier-Douady invariant [habc] 2 H3(M,Z). These vector bundles
over P are in addition required to have an action of the bundle gerbe associated
to P , and were called bundle gerbe modules. That is, bundle gerbe modules on
M are vector bundles over P that are invariant under a projective action of the
projective unitary group. The theory of bundle gerbes was initated by Murray [24]
as a bundle theory analogue of the theory of gerbes due to Giraud [11], Brylinski [7]
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that used sheaves of categories. It was also proved in [4] that the K-theory dened
using bundle gerbe modules, called bundle gerbe K-theory, is naturally isomorphic
to twisted K-theory as dened by Rosenberg [29], thus yielding a nice geometric
interpretation of twisted bundles on the D-brane world-volumes in the presence
of a nontrivial B-eld. There are discussions in [8], [19] on the uses of twisted
K-theory in string theory.
This paper extends the Chern-Weil construction of the Chern character of bundle-
gerbe K-theory that was dened in [4], to the equivariant and the holomorphic
cases. It also details the tensor product construction in bundle gerbe K-theory,
which turns out to be a delicate matter when the curvature of the B-eld is non-
trivial. The non-trivial multiplicativity property of the Chern character is also
studied, as well as the expression of the Chern character in the odd degree case. It
has been noted by Witten [34] that D-brane charges in Type IIA string theories are
classied by K1(M) with appropriate compact support conditions. The relevance
of the equivariant case to conformal eld theory was highlighted by the remark-
able discovery by Freed, Hopkins and Teleman [10] that the twisted G-equivariant
K-theory of a compact connected Lie group G (with mild hypotheses) is graded
isomorphic to the Verlinde algebra of G, with a shift given by the dual Coxeter
number and the curvature of the B-eld. Recall that Verlinde algebra of a compact
connected Lie group G is dened in terms of positive energy representations of the
loop group ofG, and arises naturally in physics in Chern-Simons theory which is de-
ned using quantum groups and conformal eld theory. The relevance of aspects of
holomorphic K-theory to physics have been discussed in Sharpe [32] and Kapustin-
Orlov [17], but using coherent sheaves and categories, instead of holomorphic vector
bundles that is used in this paper.
x2 contains a brief review of the theory of bundle gerbes and its equivariant
analogue, as well as the theory of connections and curvature on these. In x3 a more
detailed account of twisted cohomology is given than what appears in [4]. x4 deals
with bundle gerbeK-theory and the delicate problem of dening the tensor product
as well as the multiplicativity property of the Chern character in this context. x5
contains a derivation of the Chern character in odd degree bundle gerbe K-theory.
x6 contains the extension of the earlier discussion of the Chern character to the case
of equivariant bundle gerbe K-theory, and in x7 to the case of holomorphic bundle
gerbe K-theory. x8 contains a discussion of the natural class of examples, of Spin
and SpinC bundle gerbes, and the associated spinor bundle gerbe modules.
2. Review of bundle gerbes
Bundle gerbes were introduced by Murray [24] and provided an alternative to
Brylinski’s category theoretic notion of a gerbe [7]. Gerbes and bundle gerbes pro-
vide a geometrical realisation of elements of H3(M,Z) just as line bundles provide
a geometrical realisation of H2(M,Z). We briefly review here the denition and
main properties of bundle gerbes.
A bundle gerbe on a manifoldM consists of a surjection pi : Y !M which admits
sections locally on M , together with a line bundle L ! Y [2] on the bre product
Y [2] = Y pi Y . L is required to have a product, that is a line bundle isomorphism
which on the bres takes the form
L(y1,y2) ⊗ L(y2,y3) ! L(y1,y3) (1)
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for points y1, y2 and y3 all belonging to the same bre of Y . This product is required
to be associative in the obvious sense. If one chooses an open cover U = fUig of
M over which there exist local sections si : Ui ! Y of pi, then we can form maps
(si, sj) : Uij ! Y [2] and pull back the line bundle L to get a family of line bundles
Lij on Uij together with isomorphisms Lij⊗Ljk ! Lik. This is Hitchin’s approach
to gerbes [14].
A motivating example of a bundle gerbe arises whenever we have a central ex-
tension of groups C ! G^! G and a principal G bundle P !M on M . Then on
the bre product P [2] we can form the map g : P [2] ! G by comparing two points
which lie in the same bre. We can use this map g to pull back the line bundle
associated to the principal C bundle G^. The resulting line bundle L! P [2] (the
‘primitive’ line bundle) is a bundle gerbe with the product induced by the product
in the group G^. Following [24] we call this bundle gerbe the lifting bundle gerbe.
We will be particularly interested in the case when G = PU , the projective unitary
group of some separable Hilbert space H. Then, as is well known we have the cen-
tral extension U(1) ! U ! PU . Therefore, associated to any principal PU bundle
on M we have an associated bundle gerbe.
For use in Section 6 we will explain here what we mean by a G-equivariant
bundle gerbe. Suppose that G is a compact Lie group acting on the manifold M .
We rst recall the notion of a G-equivariant line bundle on M (see for instance
[7]). We denote by p1 and m the maps M G! M given by projection onto the
rst factor and the action of G on M respectively. A line bundle L ! M is said
to be G-equivariant if there is a line bundle isomorphism σ : p1L ! mL covering
the identity on M G. Thus σ is equivalent to the data of a family of maps which
berwise are of the form
σg : Lm ! Lg(m) (2)
for m 2 M and g 2 G. These maps are required to vary smoothly with m and
g and satisfy the obvious associativity condition. A G-equivariant bundle gerbe
consists of the data of a local-section-admitting surjection pi : Y !M such that Y
has a G-action covering the action on M together with a G-equivariant line bundle
L ! Y [2]. L ! Y [2] has a product, ie a G-equivariant line bundle isomorphism
taking the form (1) on the bres. We remark that this denition is really too strong,
we should require that G acts on L only up to a ‘coherent natural transformation’.
However the denition we have given will be more than adequate for our purposes.
Let Y [p] denote the p-th iterated bre product of Y with itself over pi: Y [p] =
Y pi Y pi    pi Y . Thus Y [3] = f(y1, y2, y3) 2 Y 3jpi(y1) = pi(y2) = pi(y3)g. We
can dene maps pii : Y [p+1] ! Y [p], i = 1, . . . , p + 1 by omitting the i-th factor.
Recall from [24] that we can dene homomorphisms δ : Ωq(Y [p]) ! Ωq(Y [p+1]) by
adding the pullback maps pii with an alternating sign: δ =
∑
(−1)ipii . One checks
that δ2 = 0. It is a fundamental result of [24] that the complex
Ωq(M) pi
! Ωq(Y ) δ! Ωq(Y [2]) δ!    δ! Ωq(Y [p]) δ!    (3)
has no cohomology as long as M supports partitions of unity. In other words, if a
q-form ω on Y [p] satises δ(ω) = 0, then we can nd a q-form µ on Y [p−1] which
solves the equation ω = δ(µ). µ is unique up to factors of δ(ρ) for q-forms ρ on
Y [p−2].
A bundle gerbe connection r on a bundle gerbe L! Y [2] is a connection on the
line bundle L which is compatible with the product (1), ie r(st) = r(s)t + sr(t)
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for sections s and t of L. In [24] it is shown that bundle gerbe connections always
exist. The curvature Fr of a bundle gerbe connection r is easily seen to satisfy
δ(Fr) = 0 in Ω2(Y [3]). It follows that we can nd a 2-form f on Y such that
Fr = δ(f) = pi2f − pi1f . f is unique up to 2-forms pulled back from M . A choice
of f is called a choice of a curving for r. Since Fr is closed we must have df = piω
for some necessarily closed 3-form ω on M . ω is called the 3-curvature of the bundle
gerbe connection r and curving f . It is shown in [24] that ω has integral periods.
For later use it will also be of interest to know that we can nd a G-equivariant
connection on a G-equivariant bundle gerbe L ! Y [2]. This is a connection on L
which is compatible with the product structure on L and is also invariant under
the action of G. Since G is assumed to be compact, we can always nd such a
connection by an averaging procedure.
3. Twisted Cohomology
Twisted cohomology turns out to be the natural target space for the Chern
character dened in bundle gerbeK-theory. In this section, a more detailed account
of twisted cohomology is given than what appears in [4].
SupposeH is a closed dierential 3-form. We can useH to construct a dierential
δH on the algebra Ω(M) of dierential forms on M by setting δH(ω) = dω −Hω
for ω 2 Ω(M). It is easy to check that indeed δ2H = 0. If ω 2 Ωev(M) so that







Thus ω0 is constant and therefore, if ω0 is non-zero, implies that H is exact. We
will henceforth suppose ω0 = 0 so that ω = ω2 + ω4 + . . . 2 Ωev is in the kernel of





We set H(M,H) to be the quotient kerδH/imδH . If λ is a dierential 2-form on
M then we can form the dierential δH+dλ and the group H(M,H + dλ). One
can construct an isomorphism H(M,H) ! H(M,H + dλ) by sending a class in
H(M,H) represented by ω to the class in H(M,H+dλ) represented by exp(λ)ω.
Note that
δH+dλ(exp(λ)ω) = d(exp(λ)ω)− (H + dλ) exp(λ)ω
= dλ exp(λ)ω + exp(λ)Hω − (H + dλ) exp(λ)ω
= 0.
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So any two closed dierential 3-forms H and H 0 representing the same class in
H3(M,R) determine complexes (Ω(M), δH) and (Ω(M), δH0 ) and corresponding
cohomology groups H(M,H) and H(M,H 0). It follows that these two groups
H(M,H) and H(M,H 0) are isomorphic, but not uniquely, as there are many
2-forms λ such that H 0 = H + dλ.
Note also that there is a homomorphism of groups H(M,H) ⊗ H(M,H 0) !
H(M,H +H 0) dened by sending a class [ω] ⊗ [ρ] in H(M,H) ⊗H(M,H 0) to
the class [ωρ] in H(M,H +H 0). Note that
d(ωρ) = (dω)ρ+ (−1)jωjωdρ
= Hωρ+ (−1)jωjωH 0ρ
= Hωρ+ (−1)jωj(−1)3jωjH 0ωρ
= Hωρ+ (−1)4jωjH 0ωρ
= (H +H 0)ωρ.
Finally note that H(M,H) has a natural structure of an H(M) module: if [ω] 2
H(M,H) and [ρ] 2 H(M) then [ρω] 2 H(M,H).
Suppose that [H ] is a non-torsion class in H3(M,Z). Let P ! M be a princi-
pal PU(H) bundle with Dixmier-Douady class [H ]. We will show how to dene a
twisted cohomology groupH(M,P ). The fact that there is no unique isomorphism
between the groups H(M,H) and H(M,H 0) where H and H 0 are two represen-
tatives for [H ] makes the denition of H(M,P ) rather involved. Associated to P
via the central extension of groups U(1) ! U(H) ! PU(H) we have the lifting
bundle gerbe L! P [2]. We consider triples ([ω],rL, f) where rL is a bundle gerbe
connection on L, f is a curving for rL and [ω] is a class in H(M,H) where H is
the 3-curvature of the pair (rL, f). We introduce an equivalence relation  among
such triples by declaring ([ω],rL, f)  ([ω0],r0L, f 0) if (i) there exists a complex
valued 1-form ρ on P such that r0L = rL + δ(ρ), (ii) there exists a complex valued
2-form λ on M such that f 0 = f + dρ + piλ and (iii) [ω0] = [exp(λ)ω]. We put
H(M,P ) equal to the set of equivalence classes obtained. We have the following
result.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that P is a principal PU(H) bundle on M . Then
H(M,P ) is an abelian group with the following properties:
1. If the principal PU(H) bundle P is trivial then there is an isomorphism
H(M,P ) = H(M).
2. If the principal PU(H) bundle P is isomorphic to another principal PU(H)
bundle Q then there is an isomorphism of groups H(M,P ) = H(M,Q).
3. If Q is another principal PU(H) bundle on M , then there is a homomorphism
H(M,P )⊗H(M,Q) ! H(M,P ⊗Q).
4. H(M,P ) has a natural structure as a H(M) module.
5. If f : N ! M is a smooth map then there is an induced homomorphism
f : H(M,P ) ! H(N, f−1P ).
Note also that the whole discussion goes through in the context of bundle gerbes:
one can dene the group H(M,L) associated to a bundle gerbe (L, Y,M) with
Dixmier-Douady class equal to [H ] in the same manner as above. There is a version
of the proposition above for H(M,L). Note also that there is a natural Z2-grading
on the group H(M,P ) = Hev(M,P )Hodd(M,P ).
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Proof. We rst describe the group structure on H(M,P ). Let a and b be classes
in H(M,P ) and let ([ω1],r1, f1) and ([ω2],r2, f2) be representatives for a and
b. Then, since bundle gerbe connections on L ! P [2] form an ane space under
Ω1(P ) ⊗ C, there exists a complex valued 1-form ρ on P so that r2 = r1 + δ(ρ).
Similarly we have f2 = f1 + dρ + piλ for some complex valued 2-form λ on M .
Therefore b is also represented by ([exp(−λ)ω2],r1, f1]. Note that ρ is only unique
up to 1-forms pulled back from M and hence λ is only unique up to d of a 1-form
on M . Suppose than that λ0 = λ+ dα. Then exp(−λ0) = exp(−λ) exp(−dα) which
we can write as exp(−λ) + exp(−λ)dβ for some β 2 Ω(M). Then
exp(−λ0)ω2 = exp(−λ)(1 + dβ)ω2
= exp(−λ)ω2 + exp(−λ)d(β)ω2
= exp(−λ)ω2 + exp(−λ)d(βω2)− exp(−λ)βHω2
= exp(−λ)ω2 + exp(−λ)d(βω2)−H exp(−λ)βω2
= exp(−λ)ω2 + d(exp(−λ)βω2)− (H − dλ) exp(−λ)βω2)
Therefore [exp(−λ0)ω2] = [exp(−λ)ω2]. Dene a+ b to be the class represented by
([ω1] + [exp(−λ)ω2],r1, f1) (note that [ω1] and [exp(−λ)ω2] both lie in H(M,H)
so that their sum makes sense). It is easy to see that this operation a + b is well
dened, for if we chose the representative ([exp(−φ)ω1],r1 + δ(η), f1 + dη + piφ)
for a, then we need to change our representative ([ω2],r2, f2) for b to ([exp(−λ −
φ)ω2],r2 + δ(ρ) + δ(η), f2 + dρ+ dη + pi(λ+ φ)). We then get the representative
([exp(−φ)(ω1 + exp(−λ)ω2)],r1 + δ(η), f1 + dη + piφ) for a + b which lies in the
same equivalence class as ([ω1+exp(−λ)ω2],r1, f1). In the same way one can show
that this operation is associative. An identity is represented by ([0],r, f) where r
is some bundle gerbe connection for L and f is a curving for r. An inverse for a
class a represented by ([ω],r, f) is represented by (−[ω],r, f). It is also easy to
see that this group law is commutative.
Suppose that φ : P ! Q is an isomorphism of the principal PU(H) bundles
P !M and Q!M . Let L! P [2] and J ! Q[2] denote the lifting bundle gerbes
associated to P and Q respectively by the central extension U(1) ! U(H) !
PU(H). Then φ induces an isomorphism φ^ : L ! J covering φ[2] : P [2] ! Q[2],
which commutes with the bundle gerbe products on L and J . φ induces an iso-
morphism φ : H(M,P ) ! H(M,Q) as follows. If the class a 2 H(M,P ) is
represented by ([ω],r, f) then we dene φ(a) to be the class in H(M,Q) repre-
sented by ([ω], φrφ−1, (φ−1)f) (note that the pair φrφ−1, (φ−1)f) has the same
3-curvature H as the pair (r, f). It is easy to see that this map respects the
equivalence relations dening H(M,P ) and H(M,Q) and is an isomorphism.
Suppose now that the principal PU(H) bundle P ! M is trivial. Then the
lifting bundle gerbe L ! P [2] is isomorphic to a trivial bundle gerbe of the form
δ(J) ! P [2] where J ! P is a line bundle on P and δ(J) is the line bundle on P [2]
given by pi1J ⊗ pi2J. Then a class a in H(M,P ) is represented by ([ω], δ(r), f).
Here δ(r) is the trivial bundle connection on the trivial bundle gerbe δ(J) induced
from a connection r on the line bundle J ! P . We have f = Fr + piλ for some
2-form λ on M , where Fr denotes the curvature of r. Then the pair (δ(r), f)
has 3-curvature equal to dλ and so [ω] is a class in H(M,dλ). Therefore we map
([ω], δ(r), f) to [exp(−λ)ω] 2 H(M). One can show that this map respects the
equivalence relation dening H(M,P ) and extends to dene a homomorphism
H(M,P ) ! H(M). It is clear that this map is onto, for if [ω] is a class in H(M)
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then ([ω], δ(r), Fr) represents a class in H(M,P ) which is mapped to [ω] under
the homomorphism H(M,P ) ! H(M). The kernel of this homomorphism is also
zero, as [exp(−λ)ω] = [0] if and only if [ω] = [0] in H(M,dλ).
We shall not give the details here of the product structure onH(M,P ) described
in 3 of Proposition 3.1. H(M,P ) acquires a H(M) module structure from the
H(M) module structure of the various groups H(M,H). More specically, if a is
a class in H(M,P ) represented by a triple ([ω],r, f) and [ρ] is a class in H(M),
then we dene [ρ]  a to be the class in H(M,P ) represented by ([ρω],r, f). It is
easy to see that this respects the equivalence relations involved.
Finally it is straightforward to see that a smooth map f : N ! M induces a
homomorphism f : H(M,P ) ! H(N, fP ), since bundle gerbe connections and
curvings pull back under f .
4. Twisted K-theory
In [22] it was proposed, building on work of [31], that in the absence of a back-
ground B-eld, D-brane charges are classied by K-theory rather than by cohomol-
ogy. This was later substantiated by Witten [34]. This section deals with bundle
gerbe K-theory and the delicate problem of dening the tensor product as well as
the multiplicativity property of the Chern character in this context. This problem
also appears when the twist is trivial and we deal with this case rst, and discuss
the general case later on in the section.
4.1. The Chern character in untwisted K-theory. We rst recall some models
for the classifying space of K0. One such model is given by Fred, the Fredholm
operators on a separable Hilbert space H [1]. As is well known Fred is an open
subset of the Banach space B(H) of bounded operators on H and so inherits a
natural structure as a Banach manifold. We assign to a Fredholm operator F its
index ind(F ) = dimkerF −dimkerF ; the connected components of Fred are then
labelled by the integers Z, the component corresponding to the integer n being given
by the Fredholms of index n. In particular Fred0, the connected component of Fred
corresponding to Fredholms of index zero, is a classifying space for reduced K-
theory ~K0. The cohomology ring H(Fred0,Z) is the same as the cohomology ring
of BGL(1) (itself a model for the classifying space of ~K0) hence H(Fred0,Z) =
Z[c1, c2, . . . ], degci = 2i. Another useful model for the classifying space for ~K0 is
given by BUK, the classifying space for the group UK of unitaries in H which are of
the form identity plus a compact operator. Since the compact operators K form an
ideal in B(H), the group UK is normal in U(H), the full group of unitary operators
in H. We give UK a topology by requiring that the map UK ! K, g 7! g − 1
is continuous. UK, with this topology, is then closed in U(H) and we can form
the quotient U(H)/UK. Since U(H) is contractible the quotient group U(H)/UK
is a model for BUK. It is sometimes more convenient to consider the larger group
BGLK = GL(H)/GLK | it is easily seen by considering the polar decomposition
of operators that these groups are homotopy equivalent.
Fred0 and BGLK are homotopy equivalent; the standard way of seeing this is
to identify BGLK with the connected component (B/K)−10 of the invertibles in the
Calkin algebra B/K. Then, as is well known, the projection Fred0 ! (B/K)−10 =
BGLK is a locally trivial bration with contractible bre K and hence Fred0 and
BGLK are homotopy equivalent. Notice that since Aut(K) = PU(H), the bre
bundle Fred0 ! BGLK with bre the compact operators K is determined up to
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isomorphism by its Dixmier-Douady class in H3(BGLK,Z) which is zero. Hence
there is an isomorphism Fred0 ! BGLK  K. It will be useful at times to have
an explicit description of the universal GLK bundle on Fred0. Such a description
is given in [10] and we repeat it here. The universal GLK bundle on Fred0 is
given by the pullback of the universal bundle GL ! BGLK under the projection
Fred0 ! (B/K)−10 = BGLK. The total space of this pullback bundle is given by the
semi-direct product GLnK, where GL acts on K by left multiplication so that the
group law on GLnK is given by (g, k)(g0, k0) = (gg0, k+ gk0). However, we embed
GLK as a subgroup of GL n K by sending 1 + k 2 GLK to (1 + k,−k) 2 GLn K.
The quotient (GL n K)/GLK identies with Fred0. We record this discussion in
the following Proposition.
Proposition 4.1 (Freed [10]). pi : GL n K ! Fred0 is a smooth principal GLK




Here pi : GLnK ! Fred0 is given by (g, k) 7! g + k and the map GLnK ! GL is
given by projection onto the first factor.
So given a map F : X ! Fred0 we obtain by pullback a GLK bundle P ! X .
We explain how to dene local trivialisations and hence transition functions for
this bundle (what follows is virtually identical to the proof of Lemma A.3 in [1]).
Let x 2 X . Then F (x) 2 Fred0. Let V = kerF (x) and W = cokerF (x). Then
dimV = dimW < 1 and we can nd an isomorphism k : V ! W . If T 2 B(H)
dene φT = T jV ? + k where we extend k to be zero o V . T 7! φT denes a
continuous map B(H) ! B(H) (with respect to the norm topology on B(H)). φF (x)
is an isomorphism and the isomorphisms in B(H) form an open set. Hence there is
an open neighbourhood U of F (x) in B(H) such that φT is an isomorphism for all
T 2 U . Therefore, since Fred0 is open in B(H) there is an open neighbourhood of
F (x) in Fred0 (also denoted U) so that φT is an isomorphism for all T 2 U . Thus
if y 2 F−1(U) then we can write F (y) = GU (y) + kU where GU (y) is invertible
and kU is a compact operator. This denes local trivialisations φU of the pullback
bundle on X . The transition functions are then computed from G−1U GV , which is
easily seen to be in GLK.
Since ~K0(X) is a ring, it follows that a model for the classifying space of ~K0(X)
must be a ‘ring space’ in the sense that there exist two H-space structures on the
model classifying space which satisfy the appropriate distributivity axioms. The H-
space structures on Fred0 and on BGLK which induce addition in ~K0(X) are easy
to describe; on Fred0 the H-space structure is given by composition of Fredholm
operators while on BGLK theH-space structure is given by the group multiplication
on BGLK. The H-space structures inducing multiplication on ~K0(X) are harder
to describe. On Fred0 this H-space structure is given as follows (see [2]). If F1
and F2 are Fredholm operators on the separable Hilbert space H then we can form
the tensor product operator F1 ⊗ I + I ⊗ F2. One can show that this operator is
Fredholm of index dimker(F1)dimker(F2) − dimker(F 1 )dimker(F 2 ). In particular,
if ind(F1) = ind(F2) = 0 then F1 ⊗ I + I ⊗F2 is Fredholm of index zero on H⊗H.
If we choose an isometry of H ⊗H with H then this operation of tensor product
of Fredholms induces an H-map on Fred0 which one can show corresponds to the
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multiplication on ~K0(X). Note that this works only for Fred0, for Fred one must
use a Z2-graded version of this tensor product to get the rightH-map. Since BGLK
and Fred0 are homotopy equivalent there is an induced H-map on BGLK, however
it is dicult to see what this map is at the level of principal GLK bundles.
To investigate this H-map on BGLK, we shall replace principal GLK bundles
P ! X with Hilbert vector bundles E ! X equipped with a xed reduction of
the structure group of E to GLK. We shall refer to such vector bundles as GLK-
vector bundles. Note that Koschorke, in [18], reserves the terminology GLK-vector
bundle for more general obejcts. In other words we can nd local trivialisations
φU : EjU ! U  H such that the transition functions gUV relative to these local
trivialisations take values in GLK. Another way of looking at this is that the
principal frame bundle F (E) of E has a reduction of its structure group from GL to
GLK (note that there will be many such reductions). This reduction is determined
up to isomorphism by a classifying map X ! Fred0. Suppose we are given two
GLK-vector bundles E1 and E2 on X with the reductions of the frame bundles
F (E1) and F (E2) to GLK corresponding to maps F1, F2 : X ! Fred0. We want to
know the relation of the pullback of the universal GLK bundle over Fred0 by the
map F = F1 ⊗ I + I ⊗F2 from X into Fred0 to the bundles F (E1) and F (E2). We
can suppose that X is covered by open sets U small enough so that we can write
F (x) = GU (x) +KU (x), F1(x) = gU (x) + kU (x) and F2(x) = g0U (x) + k
0
U (x) where
GU , gU and g0U are invertible and KU , kU and k
0
U are compact. Then it is not hard
to show that we can nd hU : U ! GL so that GUV = h−1U gUV ⊗ g0UV hV on U \V ,
where GUV = G−1U GV , gUV = g
−1





−1g0V . It follows that the
pullback of the universal GLK bundle over Fred0 by the map F is a reduction of
the structure group of the frame bundle F (E1 ⊗ E2) of the tensor product Hilbert
vector bundle E1 ⊗ E2. We therefore have an alternative description of the ring
~K0(X) as the Grothendieck group associated to the semi-group VGLK(X) of GLK-
vector bundles on X , where the addition and multiplication in VGLK(X) are given
by direct sum and tensor product of GLK-vector bundles, after identifying HH,
H⊗H and H via isometries.
We are interested in representing the Chern classes of Fred0 by dierential forms.
In this respect the groups UK and GLK are not so great | we cannot represent
generators of H(UK) and H(GLK) by dierential forms. In order to do this we
have to replace the idealK of compact operators by the Schatten ideal Ip which have
better summability properties. Recall (see [28, 33]) that for a bounded operator A
on H we dene jjAjjp by jjAjjpp = (trjAj)p and Ip = fA 2 B(H) : jjAjjp <1g. One
can show that Ip is a two sided ideal in B(H), the p-th Schatten ideal, and is a
Banach algebra when equipped with the norm jj  jjp. Recall that the topology on
Ip induced by the norm jj  jjp is ner than that induced by the topology on B(H).
Recall also that we have the inequality jjABjjp  jjAjjp1 jjBjjp2 if 1p  1p1 + 1p2 . We
have the chain of operator ideals I1  I2      Ip      Iq      K for
p < q. I1 is the ideal of trace class operators on H and I2 is the ideal of Hilbert-
Schmidt operators on H. We can use these Schatten ideals Ip to dene groups
GLp consisting of invertible operators of the form identity plus an operator in the
ideal Ip. We topologize these groups by requiring that the map GLp ! Ip given
by A 7! A − I is continuous. As above we get a chain of groups GL1     
GLp      GLq      GLK for p < q in which each inclusion map GLp ! GLq
is continuous. In particular the inclusions GLp ! GLK are continuous. Palais
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[26] showed that the inclusions GLp ! GLK are homotopy equivalences. Note
however that GLp is not closed in GL so that we cannot realise BGLp as GL/GLp.
Proposition 4.1 still goes through when we replace K by the p-th Schatten ideal |
see [10]. We shall be principally interested in the groups GL1 and U1 consisting of
invertibles of the form identity plus trace class and unitary of the form identity plus
trace class respectively. We shall denote these groups by GLtr and Utr respectively.
The advantage of these groups is that we can write down explicit dierential forms
representing the generators of H(GLtr) = ^(ω1, ω3, . . . ), degωi = 2i+1. ωi is, up
to a normalization factor, represented by the closed dierential form tr(g−1dg)2i+1.
Palais’ result allows us to conclude that any principal GLK bundle has a reduc-
tion to a GLtr bundle (and similarly for GLK replaced by UK and GLtr replaced
by Utr). This is because, given suitable models for the universal GLK and GLtr





It follows that the pullback GLK bundle (Bi)EGLK over BGLtr has a reduction
to GLtr. If ϕ denotes a homotopy inverse to Bi then the bundle ϕ(Bi)EGLK
has a GLtr reduction. Since there is an isomorphism EGLK ! ϕ(Bi)EGLK it
follows that EGLK has a GLtr reduction.
As we mentioned previously, the advantage of the groups Utr and GLtr is that
we can write down explicit generators ωi of the cohomology rings H(Utr) and
H(GLtr). As is well known, the cohomology classes [ωi] are universally trans-
gressive in the universal brations EGLtr ! BGLtr and EUtr ! BUtr, and the
transgressed elements are the universal Chern classes ci generating the cohomology
rings H(BGLtr) = H(BUtr) = R[c1, c2, . . . ]. Freed [10] explains how to write
down dierential forms Ωi on M representing the Chern classes of a principal GLtr
bundle P ! M by choosing a connection 1-form θ on P and writing down the
Chern-Weil forms associated to θ. In the case of a GLtr-vector bundle E !M we
write down representatives of the Chern classes of E by choosing a connection r
on E which is compatible with the GLtr structure. This ensures that the curvature
2-form Fr associated to r takes values in the subbundle of Ω2⊗End(E) consisting
of dierential 2-forms with values in the trace class endomorphisms of E. We then
write down the usual Chern-Weil forms by taking the trace of powers of Fr. Just
as in nite dimensions one can write down a transgression formula relating the
Chern-Weil forms obtained from dierent connections, for more details we refer to
[10]. We dene a Chern character ch(E) for a GLtr-vector bundle E as follows.
Write ch(E) for the class in H(M) represented formally by tr(exp(Fr) − 1) for
a GLtr-vector bundle E in the semi-group VGLtr(M). We extend ch to ~K0(M)
by dening ch(E − F ) = tr exp(FrE ) − tr exp(FrF ). We note that an equivalent
way of dening ch on ~K0(M) would be to pick connections rE and rF on E
and F respectively such that in any local trivialisations of E and F the dierence
rE −rF is trace class, and then put ch(E − F ) = tr(exp(FrE ) − exp(FrF )). ch
is a ring homomorphism ~K0(M) ! Hev(M) which is natural with respect to maps
f : N !M . It is easy to check that ch is additive, to show that ch is multiplicative
is slightly more involved than in the nite dimensional case. Diculties arise in
taking the trace of the curvature form associated to the tensor product connection
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rE ⊗ I + I ⊗rF , one must look at Z2-graded bundles, or virtual bundles, so as to
be able to consider connections whose dierence is trace class. We explain this in
more detail below.
Suppose that E = E+  E− and F = F+  F− are Z2-graded GLtr-vector
bundles. Suppose E and F come equipped with connections rE = r+E  r−E
and rF = r+F  r−F such that the connections rE and rF are compatible with
the GLtr-structure of the bundles E and F. Then the Chern characters ch(E)
and ch(F ) are represented by the dierential forms tr(exp(F+E ) − exp(F−E )) and
tr(exp(F+F )−exp(F−F ) respectively. We want to show that ch(E⊗^F ) = ch(E)ch(F ).
Here ⊗^ denotes the Z2-graded tensor product. Using eA ⊗ eB = eA⊗1+1⊗B, we see
that ch(E)ch(F ) is represented by the dierential form
tr(exp(F+E ⊗ I + I ⊗ F+F ) + exp(F−E ⊗ I + I ⊗ F−F )
− exp(F+E ⊗ I + I ⊗ F−F )− exp(F−E ⊗ I + I ⊗ F+F )) (4)
We want a transgression formula relating this to the dierential form representing
the Chern character ch(E⊗^F ). The connections rE ⊗ I + I ⊗rF on the bundles
E ⊗ F are not compatible with the GLtr-structures on these bundles. However
we can nd GLtr compatible connections rE⊗F on E ⊗ F with curvatures
FE⊗F respectively. We can calculate the Chern character of E⊗^F = (E+⊗F+
E− ⊗ F−) (E+ ⊗ F−  E− ⊗ F+) from the connections rE⊗F . We will have
ch(E⊗^F ) = tr(exp(FE+⊗F+)+exp(FE−⊗F−)−exp(FE+⊗F−)−exp(FE−⊗F+)).
(5)
To relate this character form for E⊗^F to the product of the character forms for
E and F , we need to show that the dierence of the forms appearing in the equa-
tions (4) and (5) is exact. In other words we need a transgression formula. We sup-
pose rst that the connections rE and rF on the bundles E and F respectively
are given in local trivialisations by d+AE and d+A

F for some Lie(GLtr) = L1 val-
ued local 1-forms AE and A

F . Then the tensor product connectionsrE⊗I+I⊗rF
are given in local trivialisations by d+AE⊗I+I⊗AF . Similarly we suppose that the
connections rE⊗F are given in local trivialisations by local L1-valued 1-forms
d+AE⊗F . We can therefore form the families of connections
rE⊗F(t) = t(rE ⊗ I + I ⊗rE) + (1 − t)rE⊗F
with the corresponding curvatures FE⊗F(t). It is tedious, but straightforward,
to verify that the form
_AE+⊗F+(t)(FE+⊗F+(t))k−1 + _AE−⊗F−(t)(FE−⊗F−(t))k−1
− _AE+⊗F−(t)(FE+⊗F−(t))k−1 − _AE−⊗F+(t)(FE−⊗F+(t))k−1 (6)
takes trace class values (see Appendix A). It is also straightforward to see that the
2k-form
(FE+⊗F+(t))k−1 + (FE−⊗F−(t))k−1 − (FE+⊗F−(t))k−1 − (FE−⊗F+(t))k−1 (7)
takes trace class values. We want to calculate ddt of the trace of the expression
appearing in (7). Again a computation, long but straightforward, shows that this
is equal to k times the exterior derivative of the 2k − 1 form given by the trace of
the expression appearing in the equation (6). By integrating from t = 0 to t = 1
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we can derive in the standard way a transgression formula relating ch(E⊗^F ) and
ch(E)ch(F ).
4.2. The Even Chern Character: Twisted Case. In [34], it was proposed
that in the case where a background eld with torsion eld-strength was present,
D-brane charges were classied by a ‘twisted’ version of K-theory. This appearance
of twisted K-theory in the torsion eld-strength case was further emphasised in the
papers [16] and [23]. The general case when the eld-strength H of the B-eld was
not necessarily torsion was treated in [5]. The role of twisted K-theory in D-brane
physics has also been examined by [6].
Given a class [H ] 2 H3(M,Z), Rosenberg [29] denes twistedK-groupsKi(M, [H ])
to be the K-groups Ki(A[H]) of the algebra A[H] = Γ(E[H]). Here E[H] is the bundle
on M with bre the compact operators whose Dixmier-Douady class is [H ]. Alter-
natively one can replace E[H] by its frame bundle P , a principal PU bundle on M
and identify K0(M, [H ]) with the set of homotopy classes of PU -equivariant maps
[P,Fred]PU and K1(M, [H ]) with the set of homotopy classes of PU -equivariant
maps [P,GLK]PU . We will almost always be interested in the case when the class
[H ] is not torsion. The reduced theory ~K0(M, [H ]) can be shown to be equal to
[P,Fred0]PU where of course Fred0 denotes the connected component of the iden-
tity in the space of Fredholms Fred. We can replace Fred0 by any other homotopy
equivalent space on which PU acts. For example we could take Fred0 = BGLK,
the classifying space of the group of invertible operators GLK which dier from the
identity by a compact operator. Various other characterisations of ~K0(M, [H ]) are
possible, we summarise them in the following proposition from [4]
Proposition 4.2 ([4]). Given a principal PU bundle P !M with Dixmier-Douady
class [H ] 2 H3(M,Z) we have the following isomorphisms of groups:
1. ~K0(M, [H ])
2. space of homotopy classes of sections of the associated bundle P PU BGLK
3. space of homotopy classes of PU equivariant maps: [P,BGLK]PU .
4. space of isomorphism classes of PU covariant GLK bundles on P .
Here a PU covariant GLK bundle Q on P is a principal GLK bundle Q !
P together with a right action of PU on Q covering the action on P such that
(qg)[u] = q[u]u−1gu where g 2 GLK, [u] 2 PU . Thus the action of PU on Q does
not commute with the action of GLK on Q. However Q descends to a bre bundle
~Q with bre GLK on M , however ~Q is not a principal bundle. It can be shown that
twisted K-theory has the following properties.
Proposition 4.3. Twisted K-theory satisfies the following properties:
1. If the twisting class [H ] 2 H3(M,Z) is zero then Kp(M, [H ]) = Kp(M).
2. Kp(M, [H ]) is a module over K0(M).
3. If [H ] and [H 0] are classes in H3(M,Z) then there is a homomorphism
Kp(M, [H ])⊗Kq(M, [H 0]) ! Kp+q(M, [H ] + [H 0]).
4. If [H ] is a class in H3(M,Z) and f : N ! M is a map then there is a
homomorphism
Kp(M, [H ]) ! Kp(M, [fH ]).
The reduced theory ~K(M, [H ]) satisfies the analogous properties.
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Associated to the principal PU bundle P ! M via the central extension of
groups U(1) ! U ! PU is the lifting bundle gerbe L! P [2]. In [4] the notion of a
bundle gerbe module for L was introduced. When the Dixmier-Douady class [H ] is
not torsion a bundle gerbe module for L was dened to mean a GLK-vector bundle
E on P together with an action of L on E. This was a vector bundle isomorphism
pi1E ⊗ L ! pi2E on P [2] which was compatible with the product on L. A bundle
gerbe module E is not quite a PU -equivariant vector bundle, since the action of PU
will not preserve the linear structure on the bres of E. Recall from Section 4 that
the space of GLK bundles on P forms a semi-ring under the operations of direct sum
and tensor product. It is easy to see that the operation of direct sum is compatible
with the action of the lifting bundle gerbe L ! P [2] and so the set of bundle
gerbe modules for L, ModGLK(M,L), has a natural structure as a semi-group. We
denote the group associated to ModGLK(M,L) by the Grothendieck construction
by ModGLK(M,L) as well. We remark as above that we can replace BGLK by any
homotopy equivalent space; in particular we can consider GLtr-vector bundles in
place of GLK-vector bundles. To dene characteristic classes we must make this
replacement. The following result is proven in [4].
Proposition 4.4 ([4]). If L ! P [2] is the lifting bundle gerbe for a principal PU
bundle P !M with Dixmier-Douady class [H ] 2 H3(M,Z) then
~K0(M, [H ]) = ModGLK(M,L).
The result remains valid when we replace GLK-vector bundles by GLtr-vector bun-
dles.
In [4] a homomorphism ch[H] : ~K0(M, [H ]) ! Hev(M, [H ]) was constructed with
the properties that 1) ch[H] is natural with respect to pullbacks, 2) ch[H] respects
the ~K0(M)-module structure of ~K0(M, [H ]) and 3) ch[H] reduces to the ordinary
Chern character in the untwisted case when [H ] = 0. It was proposed that ch[H] was
the Chern character for (reduced) twisted K-theory. We review the construction of
ch[H] here and prove the result stated in [4] that ch[H] respects the ~K0(M)-module
structure of ~K0(M, [H ]).
To motivate the construction of ch[H], let P ! M be a principal PU bundle
with Dixmier-Douady class [H ] 2 H3(M,Z) and let E ! P be a module for the
lifting bundle gerbe L ! P [2]. We suppose that L comes equipped with a bundle
gerbe connection rL and a choice of curving f such that the associated 3-curvature
is H , a closed, integral 3-form on M representing the image, in real cohomology, of
the Dixmier-Douady class [H ] of P . Recall that L acts on E via an isomorphism





Assume for the moment that this equation holds on the level of forms. Then ch(L)
is represented by the curvature 2-form FL of the bundle gerbe connection rL on
L. A choice of a curving for rL is a 2-form f on P such that FL = δ(f) =
pi2f − pi1f . It follows that ch(L) is represented by exp(FL) = exp(pi2f − pi1f) =
exp(pi2f) exp(−pi1f). Therefore we can rearrange the equation (8) above to get
pi1 exp(−f)ch(E) = pi2 exp(−f)ch(E).
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Since we are assuming that this equation holds at the level of forms, this implies
that the form exp(−f)ch(E) descends to to a form on M which is clearly closed
with respect to the twisted dierential d−H . To make this argument rigorous, we
need to choose connections on the module E so that the equation (8) holds on the
level of forms. To do this we need the notion of a bundle gerbe module connection.
A bundle gerbe module connection on E is a connection rE on the vector bundle
E which is compatible with the bundle gerbe connection rL on L under the action
of L on E. In other words, under the isomorphism ψ : pi1E ⊗ L ! pi2E, we have
the transformation law
pi1rE ⊗ I + I ⊗rL = ψ−1pi2rEψ. (9)
Let FL denote the curvature of rL and let FE denote the curvature of rE . Then
the equation (9) implies that the curvatures satisfy the following equation:
pi1FE + FL = ψ
−1pi2FEψ.
Recall that the curving f for the bundle gerbe connection rL satises FL = δ(f) =
pi2f − pi1f . Therefore we can rewrite the equation above as
pi1(FE + fI) = ψ
−1pi2(FE + fI)ψ. (10)
We would like to be able to take traces of powers of FE + fI. Then equation (10)
would imply that the forms tr(FE + fI)p descend to M . Unfortunately it is not
possible to nd connections rE so that the bundle valued 2-form FE + fI takes
values in the sub-bundle of trace class endomorphisms of E unless the 3-curvature
H of the bundle gerbe connection rL and curving f is zero. Since we are interested
in K-theory and hence in Z2-graded vector bundles we can get around this diculty
by considering connections r on the Z2-graded module E = E0  E1 which are
of the form r = r0  r1, where r0 and r1 are module connections on E0 and
E1 respectively such that the dierence r0 −r1 takes trace class values. By this
we mean that we can cover P by open sets over which E0 and E1 are trivial and
in these local trivialisations the connections r0 and r1 are given by d + A0 and
d+A1 respectively such that the dierence A0 − A1 is trace class. One can show,
although we will not do so here, that one can always nd such module connections
r0 and r1.
We let F0 and F1 denote the curvatures of the module connections r0 and
r1 respectively. It follows that the dierence (F0 + fI) − (F1 − fI) and hence
(F0 +fI)p− (F1 +fI)p takes trace class values. It is shown in [4] that the 2p-forms
tr((F0 + fI)p − (F1 + fI)p) are dened globally on P and moreover they descend
to 2p-forms on M . We note that
tr(exp(F0 + fI)− exp(F1 + fI)) = exp(f)tr(exp(F0)− exp(F1)). (11)
We summarise this discussion in the following proposition from [4].
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that E = E0 E1 is a Z2-graded module for the lifting
bundle gerbe L! P [2], representing a class in ~K0(M, [H ]) under the isomorphism
~K0(M, [H ]) = ModGLtr(M,L). Suppose that r = r0  r1 is a connection on the
Z2-graded module E such that r0 and r1 are module connections for E0 and E1
respectively such that the difference r0 − r1 is trace class. Let chH(r, E) denote
the differential form on M whose lift to P is equal to exp(f)tr(exp(F0)− exp(F1)).
Then chH(r, E) is closed with respect to the twisted differential d −H on Ω(M)
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and hence represents a class in Hev(M,H). The class chH(E) = [chH(r, E)] is
independent of the choice of module connections r0 and r1.
We note that it is essential to consider Z2-graded modules E to dene the forms
chH(r, E) as we need to be able to consider dierences of connections in order to
take traces. It is straightforward to show that the assignment E 7! [chH(r, E)]
is additive with respect to direct sums; ie [chH(rr0, E  E0)] = [chH(r, E)] +
[chH(r0, E0)]. We want to show here that the homomorphism chH respects the
~K0(M)-module structure of ~K0(M, [H ]). We rst recall the action of ~K0(M) on
~K0(M, [H ]): if F = F+F− is a Z2-graded GLtr-vector bundle on M representing
a class in ~K0(M) and E = E+  E− is a Z2-graded GLtr-bundle gerbe module
on P for the lifting bundle gerbe L ! P [2] then E  F is the Z2-graded bundle
gerbe module E⊗^piF , where pi : P !M is the projection. L acts trivially on piF .
We want to show that chH(E⊗^piF ) = chH(E)ch(F ), where ch(F ) is the ordinary
Chern character form for F .
Choose a connection rE = r+E  r−E on the Z2-graded module E = E+  E−
such that the connections r+E and r−E are module connections on E+ and E−
such that the dierence r+E − r−E is trace class. Choose also a connection rF =
r+F r−F on the Z2-graded GLtr-vector bundle F . Then a dierential form repre-
senting chH(E)ch(F ) is given by exp(f)tr(exp(FE+)− exp(FE−))pitr(exp(FF+)−
exp(FF−)). Arguing as in Section 4 we see that this form is equal to
exp(f)tr(exp(FE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ piFF+) + exp(FE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ piFF−)
− exp(FE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ piFF−)− exp(FE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ piFF+)). (12)
The connections (rE+⊗I+I⊗pirF+)(rE−⊗I+I⊗pirF−) and (rE+⊗I+I⊗
pirF−) (rE− ⊗I+I⊗pirF+) are module connections, however their dierence
is not trace class. We next choose module connections rE+⊗piF+rE−⊗piF− and
rE+⊗piF−rE−⊗piF+ on the modules E+⊗piF+E−⊗piF− and E+⊗piF−
E−⊗ piF+ respectively. We choose these connections so that all of the dierences
rE+⊗piF+ − rE−⊗piF− , rE+⊗piF+ − rE+⊗piF− and rE+⊗piF+ − rE−⊗piF+
are trace class. One can show that it is always possible to do this. As in Section 4
above we form the families of module connections
rE⊗piF(t) = t(rE ⊗ I + I ⊗ pirF) + (1− t)rE⊗piF . (13)
We want to show that the form analogous to (6) is trace class:
_AE+⊗piF+(t)(FE+⊗piF+(t))k−1 + _AE−⊗piF−(t)(FE−⊗piF−(t))k−1
− _AE+⊗piF−(t)(FE+⊗piF−(t))k−1 − _AE−⊗piF+(t)(FE−⊗piF+(t))k−1. (14)
This is a more dicult calculation than the one showing that the form (6) is
trace class, however the condition that the dierence of any two of the connec-
tions rE⊗piF , or the dierence rE+ −rE− or rF+ −rF− is trace class allows
one to do this.
It is also straightforward to check that the form (14) above descends to M . An
argument similar to the proof that the class [chH(E,r)] is independent of the choice
of connection in [4] shows that the trace of the form (14) is a transgression form.
As is stands the forms chH(r, E) depend on the choice of bundle gerbe con-
nection rL and curving f . However, using the constructions of Section 3, it
is possible to remove this dependence on rL and f and end up with a class
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chH(E) 2 Hev(M,P ). This is explained in Section 9 of [4]. We propose that
chH(E) represents the twisted Chern character. We summarise the discussion of
this section in the following Proposition.
Proposition 4.6. Let [H ] be a class in H3(M,Z) and let P be a principal PU(H)
bundle on M with Dixmier-Douady class equal to [H ]. The homomorphism chH : ~K0(M ; [H ]) !
Hev(M,P ) satisfies the following properties:
1. chH is natural with respect to pullbacks by maps f : N !M .
2. chH respects the ~K0(M)-module structure of ~K0(M ; [H ]).
3. chH reduces to the ordinary Chern character in the case where [H ] = 0.
5. The Odd Chern Character: Twisted Case
The relevance of K1 to Type IIA string theory, at least in the case where there is
no background eld, has been pointed out by Witten [34], see also [15]. It turns out
that odd K-theory,K1(M), with appropriate compact support conditions, classies
D-brane charges in type IIA string theory. Related work also appears in [12] and
[21].
Suppose L ! Y [2] is a bundle gerbe with bundle gerbe connection rL. Recall
that a module connection rE on a bundle gerbe module E for L is a connection
on the vector bundle E which is compatible with the bundle gerbe connection rL,
ie under the isomorphism ψ : pi1E ⊗ L ! pi2E the tensor product connection
pi1rE ⊗ rL on pi1E ⊗ L is mapped into the connection pi2rE on pi2E. Suppose
now that L ! Y [2] is the lifting bundle gerbe for the principal PU(H) bundle
Y ! M and that rL is a bundle gerbe connection on L with curvature FL and
curving f , where FL = pi1f − pi2f such that the associated 3-curvature (which
represents the image, in real cohomology, of the Dixmier-Douady class of L) is
equal to the closed, integral 3-form H . If E is a trivial Utr bundle gerbe module
for L then we can consider module connections rE = d + AE on E; however the
algebra valued 2-form FE + fI cannot take trace class values (here FE denotes the
curvature of the connection rE). Let φ : E ! E be an automorphism of the trivial
Utr bundle gerbe module E that respects the Utr bundle gerbe module structure,
that is, φ 2 Utr(E), then φ−1rEφ is another module connection for E. Then the
dierence of connections φ−1rEφ−rE = A(φ) is a one form on Y with values in
the trace class class endomorphisms of E.
Recall that the the transformation equation satised by the module connections
rE and φ−1rEφ is
pi1rE +rL = ψ−1  pi2rE  ψ
and
pi1φ
−1rEφ+rL = ψ−1  pi2φ−1rEφ  ψ.
Therefore one has the following equality of End(pi1E ⊗ L) = End(pi2E) valued
1-forms on Y [2]:
pi1A(φ) = ψ
−1  pi2A(φ)  ψ (15)
Recall also that the curvature satises the following equality of End(pi1E ⊗ L) =
End(pi2E) valued 2-forms on Y [2]:
pi1(FE + fI) = ψ
−1  pi2(FE + fI)  ψ. (16)
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and
pi1(φ
−1FEφ+ fI) = ψ−1  pi2(φ−1FEφ+ fI)  ψ. (17)
It follows that the dierences (φ−1FEφ+ fI)− (FE + fI) and hence (φ−1FEφ+
fI)k−(FE+fI)k are dierential forms with values in the trace class endomorphisms
of E. Therefore tr((φ−1FEφ + fI)k − (FE + fI)k) is well dened and is equal to
zero on Y . In fact, by (16) and (17), these dierential forms descend to M and are
zero there.
In particular, one has
tr(exp(φ−1FEφ+ fI)− exp(FE + fI)) = exp(f)tr(exp(φ−1FEφ)− exp(FE)) = 0.
(18)
Let rE(s) = sφ−1rEφ + (1 − s)rE , where s 2 [0, 1], denote the linear path of
connections joining rE and φ−1rEφ, and FE(s) denote its curvature. Then using
(18), and the well known transgression formula, one has







where we observe that since A(φ) is a one form on Y with values in the trace class
class endomorphisms of E, it follows thatA(φ) exp(FE(s)) is a dierential form on Y
with values in the trace class class endomorphisms of E, and therefore the integrand
is well dened. By (6), it follows that
∫ 1
0




ds tr(A(φ) exp(FE(s))) =
∫ 1
0
ds tr(A(φ) exp(FE(s) + fI)) is




ds tr(A(φ) exp(FE(s) + fI)) descends to M .
By (18) and (19) we have the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that E is Utr bundle gerbe modules for the lifting bundle
gerbe L! Y [2] equipped with a bundle gerbe connection rL and curving f , such that
the associated 3-curvature is H. Suppose that rE is a module connection on E and
φ is an endomorphism of E such that φ−IE is a fibre-wise trace class operator. Then
the difference φ−1rEφ−rE = A(φ) is trace class. Let chH(rE , φ) 2 Ω(M) denote
the differential form on M whose lift to Y is given by
∫ 1
0
ds tr(A(φ) exp(FE(s) +
fI)), where rE(s) = sφ−1rEφ+ (1− s)rE , for s 2 [0, 1], denotes the linear path
of connections joining rE and φ−1rEφ, and FE(s) denotes its curvature. Then
chH(rE , φ) is closed with respect to the twisted differential d −H on Ω(M) and
hence represents a class in Hodd(M,H). The class [chH(rE , φ)] is independent
of the choice of the module connections rE on E and represents the odd Chern
character of the pair [(E, φ)] 2 K1(M,H).
We have already seen that chH(rE , φ) is a d−H closed form on M . It remains
to show that the forms chH(rE , φ) are independent of the choice of module connec-
tion rE on the Utr bundle gerbe module E. Suppose that r0E is another module
connection on the Utr bundle gerbe module E, and B = r0E−rE is a one form with
values in trace class endomorphisms of E. Form the family of module connections
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rE(t) on E, given by rE(t) = tφ−1r0Eφ + (1 − t)r0E − tφ−1rEφ − (1 − t)rE =
A(t, φ) = B + t(A0(φ)−A(φ)), where A0(φ) = φ−1r0Eφ−r0E .
We check that the degree one component of chH(rE , φ), which is equal to
tr(A(φ)), is independent of the choice of connection rE . We compute
d
dt
tr(A(t, φ)) = tr(A0(φ)−A(φ)) = tr(φ−1Bφ−B) = 0,
proving the claim. A more involved proof, using the formulae as in section 9 of [4],
establishes that all the components of chH(rE , φ) are independent of the choice of
connection rE .
Let Mod1Utr(L) denote the semi-group of all pairs (E, φ) consisting of a trivial
Utr bundle gerbe module E for the lifting bundle gerbe L ! Y [2] associated to a
principal PU(H) bundle Y !M with Dixmier-Douady class equal to [H ], together
with an automorphism φ : E ! E such that φ − IE is a bre-wise trace class
operator. Then we have dened a map ch[H] : Mod1Utr(M, [H ]) ! Hodd(M, [H ]).
Observe that Mod1Utr(L) = [Y, Utr]
PU , and by Palais theorem, we have the natural
isomorphism Mod1Utr(M, [H ]) = K
1(M, [H ]) that is induced by the inclusion Utr 
UK . Therefore we get a map
ch[H] : K1(M, [H ]) ! Hodd(M, [H ]).
We propose that this map denes the odd Chern character for twisted K-theory.
It can be shown that the odd Chern character for twisted K-theory is uniquely
characterised by requiring that it is a functorial homomorphism which is com-
patible with the K0(M)-module structure on K1(M, [H ]) and reduces to the or-
dinary odd Chern character when [H ] = 0. It is easy to check that the map
ch[H] : K1(M, [H ]) ! Hodd(M, [H ]) is functorial with respect to smooth maps
f : N ! M . The proof that ch[H] is a homomorphism is exactly as in the even
degree case, cf. section 9, [4]. The proof that ch[H] is compatible with the ~K0(M)-
module structure of K1(M, [H ]) is exactly as in the earlier section for twisted K0.
6. Equivariant Chern Character: Twisted case
Equivariant twisted K-theory is particularly relevant to conformal eld theory,
especially in light of the discovery of [10] of the relationship to the Verlinde algebra.
Equivariant twisted K-theory has also been examined in the papers [6] and [30].
Suppose that G is a compact Lie group acting on the smooth manifold M . We
want to dene a Chern character for the equivariant twisted K-theory ~K0G(M, [H ]).
In this equivariant setting the twisting is done by a class in H3G(M,Z), where HG
denotes equivariant cohomology. Recall that HG is dened by rst constructing
the Borel space MG = M G EG and then setting HG(M,Z) = H(MG,Z).
When G acts freely on M one can show that there is an isomorphism HG(M,Z) =
H(M/G,Z). Note that equivariant cohomology groups are a lot larger than ordi-




following Lemma is basic (compare with [7]).
Lemma 6.1 ([7]). Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a manifold M .
Then there is an isomorphism between isomorphism classes of G-equivariant line
bundles on M and the group H2G(M,Z). Similarly there is a bijective correspondence
between isomorphism classes of G-equivariant PU bundles on M and the group
H3G(M,Z).
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To see this note that a class in H3G(M,Z) corresponds to a PU bundle on the
space M G EG. PU bundles on M G EG correspond exactly to G-equivariant
bundles on M EG. Given such a bundle P on M EG, we can pull P back to M
via the G-equivariant map M ↪!M EG to get a G-equivariant PU bundle on M .
Conversely, given a G-equivariant PU bundle P onM , we can form PEG which is
a G-equivariant bundle on M EG and hence corresponds to a class in H3G(M,Z).
The paper of Brylinski [7] cited above identies H3G(M,Z) with equivalence classes
of G-equivariant gerbes on M .
We now explain how a G-equivariant PU bundle on M gives rise to a G-
equiavriant bundle gerbe. Suppose P is a G-equivariant PU bundle on M , by
replacing M and P by M EG and P EG respectively, we may assume without
loss of generality that G acts freely. Associated to the PU -bundle P/G on M/G
is the lifting bundle gerbe J ! (P/G)[2] = P [2]/G. The projection P ! P/G
covering M ! M/G induces a map P [2] ! (P/G)[2]. Let L denote the pullback
of J to P [2] under this map. Then L is a G-equivariant line bundle on P [2]. It is
easy to see that in fact L! P [2] has a bundle gerbe product compatible with the
isomorphisms σg : L(p1,p2) ! Lg(p1,p2) of (2).
Given a class [H ] in H3G(M,Z) we dene the equivariant twisted K-theory
~K0G(M, [H ]) as follows. We let HG be a separable G-Hilbert space in which ev-
ery irreducible representation of G occurs with innite multiplicity. We then de-
ne ~K0G(M, [H ]) to be the space of G-homotopy classes of G-equivariant, PU -
equivariant maps P ! BGLK, where P ! M is a G-equivariant principal PU
bundle on M corresponding to the class [H ] in H3G(M,Z). Here BGLK is the quo-
tient GL(HG)/GLK(HG). The odd-dimensional group ~K1G(M, [H ]) is dened to be
the space of G-homotopy classes of G-equivariant, PU -equivariant maps P ! GLK.
Again GLK is GLK(HG). Again there are various other equivalent denitions of
~K0G(M, [H ]); we have in analogy with Proposition 4.2
Proposition 6.1. Given a G-equivariant PU bundle P on M corresponding to a
class in H3G(M,Z), we have the following equivalent definitions of ~K
0
G(M, [H ]):
1. space of G-homotopy classes of G-equivariant sections of the associated bundle
P PU BGLK.
2. G-isomorphism classes of G-equivariant, PU covariant GLK bundles on P .
Associated to the G-equivariant PU bundle P !M is the G-equivariant lifting
bundle gerbe L ! P [2]. We can formulate the notion of a G-equivariant bundle
gerbe module for L: this is G-equivariant GLK-vector bundle E ! P on which L
acts via a G-equivariant isomorphism pi1E ⊗ L ! pi2E. The set of G-equivariant
bundle gerbe modules for L forms a semi-group ModGLK(L,M)G under direct sum.
In analogy with Proposition 4.4 we have the following result.
Proposition 6.2. If L! P [2] is the G-equivariant lifting bundle gerbe associated
to the G-equivariant PU bundle P !M corresponding to the class [H ] 2 H3G(M,Z)
then
~K0G(M, [H ]) = ModGLK(L,M)G.
Again the result remains valid if we replace G-equivariant GLK-vector bundles
by G-equivariant GLtr-vector bundles. We must perform this replacement in order
to dene the Chern character.
Before we dene the Chern character we must rst have a model for an equi-
variant de Rham theory. Good references for this are [3] and [20]. We shall use
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the Cartan model to compute equivariant de Rham theory following [3]. Recall
that one introduces the algebra S(g) ⊗ Ω(M). This is given a Z-grading by
deg(P ⊗ ω) = 2 deg(P ) + deg(ω). An operator on S(g)⊗Ω(M) is dened by the
formula dg = d− i, where i denotes contraction with the vector eld on M induced
by the innitesimal action of an element of g on M . dg preserves the G-invariant
sub-algebra ΩG(M) = (S(g
)⊗Ω(M))G and raises the total degree of an element




g = 0. It can be shown that for
G compact the cohomology of the complex (ΩG(M), dg) is equal to the equivariant
cohomology HG(M).
We briefly recall, following [3], the construction of Chern classes living in equi-
variant cohomology HevG (M) associated to a G-equivariant vector bundle E !M .
Suppose that r is a G-invariant connection on E. By this we mean the following
(cf. [7]). The connection r induces by pullback connections p1r and mr on the
bundles p1E and mE on M G. There exists a 1-form A on M G with values
in the endomorphism bundle End(p1E) = p

1End(E) such that
p1r = σ−1mrσ +A. (20)
The condition that r is G-invariant means that A vanishes in the M -direction. We
associate a moment map µ 2 Γ(M,End(E)) ⊗ g to r by dening
µ(m)(ξ)(s) = Lξ(s)−rξˆ(s) (21)
where s is a section of E and ξ^ is the vector eld on M induced by the innitesimal
action of G. Here the Lie derivative on sections is dened by
Lξ(s) = d
dt
jt=0 exp(tξ)  s,
where G acts, for g close to 1, on sections by the formula (gs)(m) = gs(g−1m).
This last point perhaps requires some more explanation. G itself does not act on
E but rather there is the isomorphism σ : p1E ! mE over M  G. As we have
explained already, σ consists of a family of isomorphisms σg : E ! gE which are
smooth in g. For g close to the identity therefore we can assume that g acts on E.
Note that µ actually lives in (Γ(M,End(E))⊗ g)G.
There is however another way [7] to look at the moment map which will be
more useful for our purposes. Recall the 1-form A dened above by comparing
the pullback connections p1r and mr via σ. One can show, as a result of the
associativity condition on σ that A is left invariant under the left action ofG onM
G where G acts on itself by left multiplication. Since r is G-invariant A vanishes
in the M -direction. Therefore we can dene a section µE 2 Γ(M,End(E))⊗ g by
(µE)ξ(s)(m) = A((m, 1); (0, ξ))(s(m)).
Again note that µE belongs to (Γ(M,End(E))⊗g)G. We have the equality µ = µE .
To dene an equivariant Chern character we put chG(E,r) = tr(exp(Fr − µ)).
One can show that chG(E,r) 2 (S(g⊗Ω(M))G = ΩG(M) is equivariantly closed
and moreover that the class dened by chG(E,r) in HevG (ΩG(M)) is independent
of the choice of connection r.
We need to explain how the theory of bundle gerbe connections and curvings
carries over to the equivariant case. So suppose that L ! Y [2] is a G-equivariant
bundle gerbe onM . So Y has aG-action and pi : Y !M is a local-section-admitting
surjection which is also a G-map. L ! Y [2] is a G-equivariant line bundle with a
G-equivariant product. Suppose that L comes equipped with a connection r that
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preserves the bundle gerbe product (1) and is G-invariant. Since L is G-equivariant
there is a line bundle isomorphism σ : p1L! mL covering the identity on Y [2]G
(corresponding to the family of maps σg of (2)). As above r induces connections
p1r and mr on p1L and mL respectively and we can dene a 1-form AL on
Y [2]  G in the same manner as equation (20) above. Again it is easy to see that
AL is left invariant under the action of G on Y [2]G where G acts on itself by left
multiplication and since r is G-invariant AL vanishes in the Y [2]-direction. It is
also straightforward to see that we have the equation
(pi1  1)AL − (pi2  1)AL + (pi3  1)AL = 0 (22)
in Ω1(Y [3]G) (here for example (pi11)(y1, y2, y3, g) = (y2, y3, g)). It follows that
we can nd a 1-form B on Y G so that
AL = (pi2  1)B − (pi1  1)B.
One can show that it is possible to choose B so that it is invariant under G and van-
ishes in the Y -direction. It follows that we can dene maps ~µL : Y [2] ! g, µL : Y !
g such that ~µL(y1, y2)(ξ) = A((y1, y2, 1); (0, 0, ξ)) and µL(y)(ξ) = B((y, 1); (0, ξ))
and moreover ~µL = δ(µL) = pi2µL − pi1µL.
The degree two element F − ~µL of ΩG(Y [2]) is equivariantly closed, ie closed with
respect to dg. We have F − ~µL = δ(f − µL) and, since δ commutes with dg, we
have δdg(f −µL) = 0. It follows from here that dg(f −µL) = piH for some degree
three element H of ΩG(M) which is necessarily equivariantly closed.
We also need to explain how twisted cohomology arises in the equivariant case.
Suppose H is the equivariantly closed degree three element of ΩG(M) associated
to an invariant bundle gerbe connection on the equivariant bundle gerbe associated
to the G-equivariant PU bundle P on M . Thus the image of H in H3(ΩG(M))
represents the image of the equivariant Dixmier-Douady class of P in H3G(M). As
in Section 3, we introduce a twisted dierential on the algebra ΩG(M) by dH =
dg − H . Because H is equivariantly closed, d2H = 0. We denote the cohomology
of the complex (ΩG(M), dH) by H

G(M,H). To make the denition of H

G(M,H)
independent of the choice of H we need to repeat the constructions of Section 3 in
the equivariant setting. We shall not do this here.
To dene the twisted equivariant Chern character we need to explain what an
equivariant module connection is. Suppose rstly that the equivariant bundle gerbe
L! P [2] has aG-invariant connectionr and ‘equivariant curving’ f−µL. If E ! P
is a G-equivariant bundle gerbe module for the equivariant bundle gerbe L! P [2]
then a G-equivariant module connection for E is a connection on the vector bundle
E which is invariant with respect to the G-action on E and which is compatible
with the bundle gerbe connection r in the sense of the equation (9). Since the










over P [2]G. From this diagram we deduce that the End(E)-valued 1-form AE on
P G and the 1-form AL on P [2] G satisfy the equation
(pi1  1)AE ⊗ I + I ⊗AL = p1ψ−1(pi2  1)AEp1ψ (23)
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in Ω1(P [2]G)⊗p1End(pi1E⊗L). From here it easy to conclude that the moment
maps µE and δ(µL) satisfy
pi1(µE − µL) = ψ−1pi2(µE − µL)ψ. (24)
If we are given a Z2-graded equivariant bundle gerbe module E = E0  E1 we can
dene a twisted equivariant Chern character chGH(E) taking values in the twisted
equivariant cohomology group HG(M,H) as follows. We rst of all choose a Z2-
graded equivariant bundle gerbe module connection r = r0 r1 on E such that
the dierence r0 −r1 is trace class when considered in local trivialisations. It is
easily seen that the dierence
exp(F0 + µE0 + f − µL)− exp(F1 + µE1 + f − µL) (25)
is trace class. It follows from the equations (10) and (24) that the trace of this
expression descends to M . The resulting form is easily seen to be closed with
respect to the twisted equivariant dierential.
7. Chern Character: the twisted holomorphic case
In this section, we introduce the theory of holomorphic bundle gerbes, holomor-
phic bundle gerbe modules, and holomorphic bundle gerbe K-theory, as well as the
Chern character in this context. For the possible relevance of the material in this
section to D-brane theory, cf. [32], [17].
7.1. Holomorphic bundle gerbes. Holomorphic gerbes have been studied by
various authors such as [7] using categories, stacks and coherent sheaves. Our goal in
this subsection is to sketch a holomorphic bundle theory analogue, as accomplished
by Murray [24] in the smooth case.
In this section M denotes a complex manifold. A holomorphic bundle gerbe on
M consists of a holomorphic surjection pi : Y !M which admits local holomorphic
sections on M , together with a holomorphic line bundle L ! Y [2] on the bre
product Y [2] = Y pi Y . L is required to have a product, that is a holomorphic
bundle isomorphism which on the bres takes the form
L(y1,y2) ⊗ L(y2,y3) ! L(y1,y3) (26)
for points y1, y2 and y3 all belonging to the same bre of Y . This product is required
to be associative in the obvious sense. If one chooses an open cover U = fUig of
M over which there exist local holomorphic sections si : Ui ! Y of pi, then we
can form holomorphic maps (si, sj) : Uij ! Y [2] and pull back the holomorphic
line bundle L to get a family of holomorphic line bundles Lij on Uij together with
holomorphic isomorphisms Lij ⊗ Ljk ! Lik. One example of such a structure is
the case when we have a holomorphic principal PGL bundle Y over M . That is,
Y has holomorphic local trivialisations. Then we can form the lifting bundle gerbe
L! Y [2] in the standard manner. L is a holomorphic line bundle and the bundle
gerbe product on L induced from the product in the group GL is holomorphic.
Every holomorphic bundle gerbe on M gives rise to a class in the sheaf cohomol-
ogy groupH2(M,OM ), where OM denotes sheaf which is the image of the structure
sheaf OM of M . We associate a O-valued Cech 2-cocycle ijk to the holomorphic
bundle gerbe L ! Y [2] in the manner described in [24]. We rst pick an open
cover fUig of M such that there exist holomorphic local sections si : Ui ! Y of
pi : Y ! M . Then we can form the holomorphic maps (si, sj) : Uij ! Y [2] and
form the pullback line bundle Lij = (si, sj)L. Lij is a holomorphic line bundle on
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Uij . We then pick holomorphic sections σij : Uij ! Lij and dene a holomorphic
function ijk : Uijk ! O. It is easy to see that ijk satises the Cech 2-cocycle
condition δ(ijk) = 1. The class in H2(M,OM ) determined by ijk can be shown
to be independent of all the choices. Brylinski [7] proves that there is an isomor-
phism between equivalence classes of holomorphic gerbes on M and H2(M,OM ).
To obtain an analogue of this result for holomorphic bundle gerbes we would need
to introduce the notion of stable isomorphism of holomorphic bundle gerbes, anal-
ogous to what was done in [25] in the smooth case. We shall however not detail
this here.
Consider now holomorphic bundle gerbes L! Y [2] with a given hermitian met-
ric, and call these hermitian holomorphic bundle gerbes. A compatible bundle
gerbe connection r on a hermitian holomorphic bundle gerbe L ! Y [2] is a con-
nection on the line bundle L which preserves a hermitian metric and is compatible
with the product given in (26), ie r(st) = r(s)t + sr(t) for sections s and t of
L. In [24] it is shown that bundle gerbe connections that preserve a hermitian
metric always exist in the smooth case, and this implies the existence in the holo-
morphic case. The curvature Fr 2 Ω1,1(Y [2])  Ω2(Y [2]) of a compatible bundle
gerbe connection r is easily seen to satisfy δ(Fr) = 0 in Ω2(Y [3]). It follows
that we can nd a (1, 1)-form f on Y such that Fr = δ(f) = pi2f − pi1f . f is
unique up to (1, 1)-forms pulled back from M . A choice of f is called a choice of
a curving for r. Since Fr is closed we must have df = piω for some necessarily
closed 3-form ω 2 Ω2,1(M)  Ω1,2(M) on M . ω is called the 3-curvature of the
compatible bundle gerbe connection r and curving f . It follows from [24] that ω
has integral periods, and the Dixmier-Douady invariant of the hermitian holomor-
phic bundle gerbe L ! Y [2] is [ω] 2 H1,2(M,Z)  H2,1(M,Z)  H3(M,Z). Here
H i,j(M,Z) := Hi,j(M,C)\H3(M,Z). This says in particular that not all classes in
H3(M,Z) arise as the Dixmier-Douady invariant of hermitian holomorphic bundle
gerbes.
If we instead merely considered holomorphic bundle gerbes L ! Y [2], then a
compatible bundle gerbe connection r would have curvature Fr 2 Ω2,0(Y [2]) 
Ω1,1(Y [2])  Ω2(Y [2]). Arguing as above, we can nd a choice of curving for
r which is a form f on Y that is in the subspace Ω2,0(Y )  Ω1,1(Y )  Ω2(Y ),
satisfying Fr = δ(f) = pi2f − pi1f . It follows as before that if ω is the 3-curvature
of the compatible bundle gerbe connection r and curving f , then ω is a closed
form having integral periods, and the Dixmier-Douady invariant of the holomorphic
bundle gerbe L! Y [2] is [ω] 2 H3,0(M,Z)H2,1(M,Z)H1,2(M,Z)  H3(M,Z).
The exact sequence of sheaves
0 ! Z ! OM ! OM ! 0
induces an exact sequence in cohomology
   ! H2(M,OM ) ! H2(M,OM ) δ! H3(M,Z) ! H3(M,OM ) !    (27)
Since in general the cohomology groups Hj(M,OM ), j = 2, 3, do not vanish,
we conclude that holomorphic bundle gerbes are certainly not classied by their
Dixmier-Douady invariant.
We have shown above that δ(H2(M,OM ))  H3,0(M,Z)H1,2(M,Z)H2,1(M,Z).
We will now argue that in fact one has δ(H2(M,OM )) = H3,0(M,Z)H1,2(M,Z)
H2,1(M,Z). (This result was known to I. M. Singer) To see this, it suces by (27)
to show that the image of H3,0(M,Z) H1,2(M,Z) H2,1(M,Z) in H3(M,OM )
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is trivial. Since Hi,j(M,Z)  Hi,j(M,C), it suces to show that the image of
H3,0(M,C)H1,2(M,C)H2,1(M,C) in H3(M,OM ) is trivial. Let pij : Ωj(M) !
Ω0,j(M) denote the projection onto the subspace of dierential forms of type (0, j).
Then it is not hard to see that the mapping
H3(M,C) ! H3(M,OM )
is represented by a mapping of a d-closed dierential 3-form ψ onto the ∂-closed
dierential form pi3(ψ). Since any class in Hi,j(M,C) is represented by a d-closed
dierential form ψ of type (i, j), it follows that pi3(ψ) = 0 for all d-closed dierential
form ψ of type (3, 0), (1, 2) or (2, 1). That is, we have shown that the image
of H3,0(M,C)  H1,2(M,C)  H2,1(M,C) in H3(M,OM ) is trivial as claimed.
We conclude that a bundle gerbe is stably isomorphic to a holomorphic bundle
gerbe if and only if its Dixmier-Douady invariant lies in the subspace H3,0(M,Z)
H1,2(M,Z) H2,1(M,Z) of H3(M,Z).
7.2. Holomorphic bundle gerbe modules. In the notation above, we consider
holomorphic principal GLK bundles P over Y , and their associated Hilbert bundles
E over Y in the standard representation. Such bundles have local holomorphic
trivializations and will be called holomorphic GLK-vector bundles over Y . A holo-
morphic bundle gerbe module for L is dened to be a holomorphic GLK-vector
bundle E on Y together with an action of L on E. This is a holomorphic vector
bundle isomorphism pi1E⊗L! pi2E on Y [2] which is compatible with the product
on L. Analogous to the result in Section 4, the space of holomorphic GLK-vector
bundles on Y forms a semi-ring under the operations of direct sum and tensor prod-
uct. It is easy to see that the operation of direct sum is compatible with the action
of the lifting holomorphic bundle gerbe L! Y [2] and so the set of holomorphic bun-
dle gerbe modules for L, ModholGLK(M,L) has a natural structure as a semi-group.
We denote the group associated to ModholGLK(M,L) by the Grothendieck construc-
tion by ModholGLK(M,L) as well. We dene the (reduced) holomorphic bundle gerbe
K-theory as
~K0$(M, [H ]) = Mod
hol
GLK(M,L),
where [H ] is the Dixmier-Douady class of the holomorphic bundle gerbe L! Y [2].
Moreover, we replace holomorphicGLK-vector bundles by holomorphicGLtr-vector
bundles and recover the same holomorphic K-theory. It can be shown that when
[H ] = 0, the holomorphic bundle gerbe K-theory is isomorphic to the K-theory of
holomorphic vector bundles as in [13].
By forgetting the holomorphic structure, we see that there is a natural homo-
morphism ~K0$(M, [H ]) ! ~K0(M, [H ]) to bundle gerbe K-theory. By composing
with the Chern character homomorphism ch[H] : ~K0(M, [H ]) ! Hev(M, [H ]) in
bundle gerbe K-theory dened in [4], we obtain a Chern character homomorphism
in holomorphic bundle gerbe K-theory,
ch[H] : ~K0$(M, [H ]) ! Hev(M, [H ]). (28)
It has the properties that 1) ch[H] is natural with respect to pullbacks under holo-
morphic maps, 2) ch[H] respects the ~K0$(M)-module structure of ~K0$(M, [H ]) and
3) ch[H] reduces to the ordinary Chern character on ~K0$(M) when [H ] = 0, cf.
[13]. Rationally, the image of the Chern character (28) is far from being onto, as
can be seen by choosing hermitian connections compatible with the homomorphic
structure in the Chern-Weil description of the Chern character. In the particular
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case when [H ] = 0, the image of the Chern character is contained in Dolbeault
cohomology classes of type (p, p), and the precise image is related to the Hodge
conjecture. The Chern-Weil expression for the Chern character in this context is
again given by the expression in Proposition 4.5.
8. Spinor bundle gerbe modules
In this section we give concrete examples of bundle gerbe modules associated
to a manifold M without a SpinC-structure and also to manifolds without a Spin-
structure. This construction easily extends to the case when a general vector bundle
on M does not either have a SpinC-structure or a Spin-structure.
In the case when M does not have a SpinC-structure, this bundle gerbe module
represents a class in twisted K-theory of M , where the twisting is done by a 2-
torsion class in H3(M,Z). Suppose then that M is an n-dimensional oriented
manifold without a SpinC(n)-structure. Recall that SpinC(n) = Spin(n) Z2 S1
and hence there is a central extension S1 ! SpinC(n) ! SO(n). Let SO(M)
denote the oriented frame bundle of M . Then associated to SO(M) is the lifting
bundle gerbe arising from the central extension of SpinC(n). More precisely over the
bre product SO(M)[2] = SO(M) pi SO(M) (here pi : SO(M) ! M denotes the
projection) we have the canonical map SO(M)[2] ! SO(n). We can pullback the
principal S1-bundle SpinC(n) ! SO(n) to SO(M)[2] via this map. The resulting
bundle L ! SO(M)[2] is a bundle gerbe. It is natural to call this a SpinC bundle
gerbe. The Dixmier-Douady class of this bundle gerbe in H3(M,Z) coincides with
the third integral Stieel-Whitney class W3(TM), which measures precisely the
obstruction toM being SpinC(n). Recall thatW3(TM) = βw2(TM), the Bockstein
β applied to the second Steifel-Whitney class w2(TM). As a consequence W3(TM)
is a 2-torsion class.
We can pullback the SO(n)-bundle SO(M) pi! M to SO(M) via pi to get an
SO(n) bundle piSO(M) ! SO(M). Since W3(piSO(M)) = 0, we can construct a
lift ̂piSO(M) of the structure group of piSO(M) to SpinC(n); ie there is a bundle
map ̂piSO(M) ! piSO(M) covering the homomorphism p : SpinC(n) ! SO(n).
It is easy to see what this lift is. Note that piSO(M) identies canonically with
SO(M)[2]. Therefore we can regard the line bundle L ! SO(M)[2] as sitting over
piSO(M). It is easy to see that a lift ̂piSO(M) is given by the total space of the
line bundle over piSO(M).
We can form the bundle of spinors S = S( ̂piSO(M)) ! SO(M) associated
to ̂piSO(M). Recall that we do this by taking an irreducible representation V
of SpinC(n) and forming the associated bundle S = ̂piSO(M) SpinC(n) V on
SO(M). It is straightforward to show that S is a module for the bundle gerbe
L ! SO(M)[2]. Recall that in the case when the dimension of M is even, there
are two half spin representations and in the odd dimensional case, there is a unique
spin representation. It is natural to call this a spinor bundle gerbe module.
This discussion can be extended to cover the case when we have a real vector
bundle E ! M . We can then associate a lifting bundle gerbe to the oriented
frame bundle SO(E) which measures the obstruction to SO(E) having a lift of the
structure group to SpinC. On SO(E) we can form the pullback bundle piSO(E).
This has a lift ̂piSO(E) to a SpinC(n) bundle on SO(E). Associated to ̂piSO(E)
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we can construct the bundle of spinors S( ̂piSO(E)) ! SO(E): again this is a
module for the lifting bundle gerbe L! SO(E)[2].
The possible spinor bundle gerbe modules for the SpinC bundle gerbe L! P [2]
are parametrised by H2(M,Z). We see this as follows. Given an element α 2
H2(M,Z) we let L ! M denote a line bundle on M with Chern class equal to α.
Then given a spinor bundle gerbe module S we can extend the action of L on S to
an action on S ⊗piL by acting trivially with L on piL. S ⊗piL is a spinor bundle
gerbe module since tensoring with piL preserves rank and therefore takes bundles
of irreducible SpinC modules to bundles of irreducible SpinC modules. Thus we
have an action of H2(M,Z) on the set of all spinor bundle gerbe modules. The
following argument showing that this is a transitive action is due to M. Murray.
Suppose we have two spinor bundle gerbe modules S1 and S2 on SO(M). The frame
bundles of S1 and S2 provide lifts ̂piSO(M)1 and ̂piSO(M)2 respectively of the
structure group of piSO(M) to SpinC(n). It is straightforward to see that there
is a principal U(1) bundle P on SO(M) such that ̂piSO(M)2 = ̂piSO(M)1 ⊗ P .
Let L^ denote the complex line on SO(M) associated to P . Then we have an
isomorphism S2 = S1 ⊗ L^. We claim that the line bundle L^ on SO(M) descends
to a line bundle L on M . To see this, think of the bre L^y of L^ at y 2 SO(M)
as consisting of isomorphisms (S1)y ! (S2)y. Similarly we can think of a point l
of the bre L(y,y0) of L at (y, y0) 2 SO(M)[2] as an isomorphism l : (S1)y0 ! (S1)y
or as an isomorphism l : (S2)y0 ! (S2)y. We can therefore use l to construct an
isomorphism L^y0 ! L^y. This isomorphism is easily seen to be independent of the
choice of l 2 L(y,y0). It therefore follows that the line bundle L^ descends to a line
bundle L on M .
We now consider the case when the manifold M does not have a Spin-structure.
The discussion above also makes sense if we replace SpinC(n) by Spin(n) and
consider the central extension Z2 ! Spin(n) ! SO(n), so we will avoid repetition.
Given a principal SO(n) bundle P onM (in particular the oriented bundle of frames
onM) we can consider the lifting bundle gerbe associated to this central extension of
SO(n) by Z2. This time we will have a principal Z2 bundle L! P [2] (or equivalently
a real line bundle over P [2]). It is natural to call this a Spin bundle gerbe. The
‘real version’ of the Dixmier-Douady invariant of the Spin bundle gerbe coincides
with the second Stieel-Whitney class of P in H2(M,Z2). We remark that the real
version of Dixmier-Douady theory involves the obvious modications to standard
Dixmier-Douady theory, and is in the literature (cf. [29]). The application of the
real version of Dixmier-Douady theory to the real version of bundle gerbe theory
is what is used here, the details of which are obvious modications of the standard
theory of bundle gerbes. As above, the pullback piP of P to P has a lifting
to a Spin(n) bundle piP ! P . We consider the associated bundle of spinors by
taking an irreducible representation V of Spin(n) and forming the associated vector
bundle S = piP Spin(n) V on P . S is a bundle gerbe module for L, called a spinor
bundle gerbe module as before. One can show that the possible spinor bundle gerbe
modules for the Spin bundle gerbe L ! P [2] are parametrised by H1(M,Z2), i.e.
the real line bundles on M , by following closely the proof given above in the SpinC
case.
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Appendix A. Verification that the transgression form is trace-class
We show here that the transgression form (6) is trace class. We illustrate this
for the case when k = 2, the argument for higher k is similar. We want to show
that the form
_AE+⊗F+(t)FE+⊗F+(t) + _AE−⊗F−(t)FE−⊗F−(t)
− _AE+⊗F−(t)FE+⊗F−(t)− _AE−⊗F+(t)FE−⊗F+(t) (29)
takes trace class values. Recalling the denition of the families of connections
rE⊗F(t) we see that
_AE⊗F(t) = AE ⊗ I + I ⊗AF −AE⊗F
and that
FE⊗F(t) = t2(FE ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF) + (1− t)2FE⊗F + t(1 − t)(dAE ⊗ I +
I ⊗ dAE + dAE⊗F + (AE ⊗ I + I ⊗AF)AE⊗F
+AE⊗F(AE ⊗ I + I ⊗AF)).
Using these two expressions, we substitute into the expression (29) to get
(AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ AF+ −AE+⊗F+)(t2(FE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF+) + (1− t)2FE+⊗F+
+ t(1 − t)(dAE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ dAF+ + dAE+⊗F+ + (AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+)AE+⊗F+
+AE+⊗F+(AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+))
+ (AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF− −AE−⊗F−)(t2(FE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF−) + (1− t)2FE−⊗F−
+ t(1− t)(dAE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ dAF− + dAE−⊗F− + (AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF−)AE−⊗F−
+ AE−⊗F−(AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF−))
− (AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF− −AE+⊗F−)(t2(FE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF−) + (1− t)2FE+⊗F−
+ t(1− t)(dAE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ dAF− + dAE+⊗F− + (AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF−)AE+⊗F−
+AE+⊗F−(AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF−))
− (AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+ −AE−⊗F+)(t2(FE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF+) + (1− t)2FE−⊗F+
+ t(1− t)(dAE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ dAF+ + dAE−⊗F+ + (AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+)AE−⊗F+
+AE−⊗F+(AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+))
Since terms such as AE⊗F and FE⊗F are trace class, the expression above
reduces, modulo trace class operators, to
t2((AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+)(FE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF+)
+ (AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF−)(FE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF−))
+ t(1− t)((AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+)(dAE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ dAF+)
+ (AF− ⊗ I + I ⊗AE−)(dAE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ dAF−)
− t2((AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ AF−)(FE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF−)
+ (AE− ⊗ I + I ⊗AF+)(FE− ⊗ I + I ⊗ FF+))
+ t(1− t)((AE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗AF−)(dAE+ ⊗ I + I ⊗ dAF−)
+(AE−⊗I+I⊗AF+)(dAE−⊗I+I⊗dAF+))
These terms then cancel in pairs.
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